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This thesis explores a POC (proof-of-concept) process in a software company with an 
intention to streamline it and improve POC success by shortening its cycle and reducing the 
amount of resources spent. In more depth the objective of this final year project is to provide 
the case company with an action plan to be observed when starting POC with a new customer. 
In software and technological companies POC, sometimes also referred to as “trial”, or “pilot” 
is a way to try an IT product or service before making a buying decision. The goal of POC is 
to test whether a given product or service provides capabilities and delivers the assurance that 
a customer can use it to solve their business and/or technical problem. 
 
POC projects typically consist of a few stages and communication and information at each stage 
is crucial. Streamlining and shortening of each stage may play a great role in increasing project 
success and improving customer acquisition.  
 
POC guidelines proposed in this thesis can be used by any software company which offers 
POC to its customers or wants to improve information flow with their customers overall. 
There is an indication that introducing tools to communicate with a customer, share and 
exchange information can be of a great benefit and lead to a higher customer satisfaction 
which is critical at the beginning of customer-vendor relationship. 
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1 Introduction 

This thesis explores a POC (proof-of-concept) stage in a software company with 

an intention to streamline POC processes and improve POC success by 

shortening its cycle and reducing the amount of resources spent. In more depth 

the objective of this final year project is to provide the case company with an 

action plan to be observed when starting POC with a new customer. 

 

In software and technological companies POC is a proof-of-concept stage or a 

pilot/trial, which is intended to try an IT product or service before making a buying 

decision (Veal, 2005; Cloudshare, 2021). Will a given product or service provide 

capabilities and deliver the assurance that a customer can use it to solve their 

business and/or technical problem? This is the question a POC helps to answer. 

POC is very common in the software industry with a vast majority of companies 

are offering such an option. 

 

POC is not only applicable for software and information technology companies. 

POC is also used in testing any model or idea in different contexts, for example 

when preparing a schooling program (Banerjee et al. 2017) or when creating a 

new technological product (Pfeiffer, 2000; Haag & Anderl, 2018). Another 

industry for which POC plays a critical role is drug development (Karlsson et al. 

2013). Proof-of-concept studies in this field are conducted to provide preliminary 

evidence of whether a drug is effective and safe to use before a full drug 

development is initiated.  

 
Naturally, POC is a complex process, and it is not necessarily related to testing 

or trying one product or one idea, as there are also proof-of-concept centres, 

which aim at testing any projects, big or small, if they can potentially be successful 

commercially. For example, in the United States there are over 32 such centres, 

which help in commercialising university-based research (Bradley et al. 2013; 
Maia & Claro, 2013; Hayter & Link, 2015).  

 

In this thesis a POC process was observed and explored at a case 

technological company. The case company builds and maintains a highly 
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complex technological product, which requires special skills and expertise. 

Thus, optimising POC processes is a key function to provide high quality 

services to the end customers who are at the beginning of their relationship with 

the case company. 
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2 Material and methods 

The method used in this thesis for developing a set of guidelines is an analysis 

of existing POC processes and steps, finding its shortcomings and suggesting 

improvements. The thesis uses both qualitative and quantitative data to find 

areas of improvement of POC for the case company, so it is a mixed type of 

thesis.  

 

To obtain data on existing POC setup, stages, and timeline, I analysed current 

documentation present at the company, and analysed POC projects which took 

place at the case company when I had a chance to work with the company for 

over a year.  

 

Each POC project was analysed in detail during the whole project span for the 

following: 

• Overall duration of the POC project 

• Duration of each stage of the POC project 

• POC project track (independent or coordinated) 

 

Additionally, the underlying factors that affected the duration of each stage were 

evaluated to see whether it was dependent on the customer or the case 

company. Particular attention was paid to whether the factors were connected 

to a shortage of resources, lack of clear guidelines, expectations, and timeline 

etc. Each POC stage was then analysed in terms of implementing possible 

improvements, for which several improvements were developed and suggested. 

2.1 Case company presentation 

The case company is a private software company based in the European 

Union. It was established in the early 2010s by experts with over 20 years of 

cumulative experience in VoIP, SIP, WebRTC and its standards in IP telecom 

space and voice. Based on LinkedIn public information at the time of writing this 

thesis (October 2021), case company headcount is 14 people, with most of 

them having technical roles.  
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The case company builds tools for real-time VoIP, RTC and WebRTC visibility 

and monitoring, troubleshooting. The company works with small and large 

customers and helps them with VoIP/RTC/WebRTC packet capture, monitoring 

and troubleshooting. The company develops open source and commercial tools 

and also contributes to open source telecom projects (Freeswitch, Kamailio, 

OpenSIPS, Wireshark, etc). The case company products and tools services are 

deployed in many countries across multiple continents. 
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3 Current State Analysis of Existing System 

This section describes the strengths and weaknesses identified in the existing 

POC setup through the Current State Analysis carried out in the IT department 

of the case company. It explains the potentials drawbacks with the existing 

system in detail and highlights the aspects needing improvement. 

3.1 Overview of Existing System 

The current state of the POC stage at the case company is depicted in Figure 1. 

In general, any POC has three main tracks: free (or independent), and paid (or 

coordinated), which is further divided into two types: guided and assisted). The 

split into free and paid POC is intended to free up resources of the case 

company’s technical team in case a customer wants to maximise their learning 

and/or has enough resources to carry out an integration. As any POC is time 

consuming and requires the expert help, which is typically expensive and 

charged on per-hour basis, the coordinated setup is a paid option.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Schema of POC existing setup at the case company 
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Any POC project at the case company typically goes through 8-9 steps to be 

completed, depending on its type (coordinated or independent, Figure 2). Any 

project starts from a technical and a business discussion around existing issues 

with VoIP/RTP/WebRTC monitoring and desired goals.  

 
Figure 2: The case company existing POC setup, stages, and steps 
 

The critical points of POC setup are stages [1] - general agreement on whether 

a customer goes through POC or not, [2] - to identify whether POC is 

coordinated or independent, [4] - to identity and agree on POC success criteria, 

[6a] - to go through installation and integration, and [7] - to setup a POC 

midterm call to identify possible issues and to discuss what was successful and 

what did not work well, and finally to agree on the next steps (Figure 2).  

3.2 Staff/teams involved from the company side 

The POC process is owned and run by two teams: a business development 

team (BD) and a POC team. The BD team is composed of business 

development professionals who are focused on initial stages of POC and they 

also lead a commercial discussion. The POC team is a technical team, 

composed of software engineers and software architects who take the lead on 

all technical aspects and product support during POC.   
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3.3 Staff/teams involved from the customer side 

There are several people involved from the customer side, ranging from the 

technical side to the customer support side. This is because the monitoring 

system offered by the case company is used by multiple teams, not only to 

troubleshoot problematic calls, but also to convey the information to the end 

customer and to use it for business metric. The more people with different roles 

take part in the POC project, the more success they gain while integrating it to 

their existing processes. Overall, it is recommended that the following teams 

join the POC project from the customer side: a) Project Manager, b) Customer 

Success, c) Analytics, d) SysAdmin, e) VoIP/SIP/WebRTC Engineer, f) Network 

Engineer, g) Data Center or Cloud Engineer. Names and contact details of such 

people are requested and collected by email. 

3.4 Key information to collect and share 

For a successful POC project implementation and course it is crucial to collect a 

lot of information from the customer (Table 1). Most of it is collected before 

initiating the project. The current way of collecting such information is by email. 
 
Table 1. Important information to collect from the customer and responsible 
team/s. 
 

Information needed Responsible team who 
collects the information 

Success criteria - what does the customer want to 
achieve? 3 - 5 criteria essential to identify 

POC 

POC track: is it paid or is it free? BD 

POC team members from the customer side POC 

A high level diagram of the required setup (Servers 
(Database/Capturing Server), Switches (Capturing 
Agent/Port Mirrors) 

POC 

Compatible OS available on the host (virtual or physical) POC 

Description of Environment (hardware/access) POC 

Software Delivery (online, offline) POC 
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Will the POC environment have outbound internet 
access? 

POC 

Is remote access possible? POC 

Virtualisation environment: VM or hardware host POC 

3.5 Setting up calls with customer 

It is important not only to share and collect information with customers by 

means of sending/receiving it via email, but it is also important to have a live 

conversation with an online meeting/call. Such calls are often used to solve 

issues in real time by means of screen sharing for example.  

 

There are different ways to set up a call by email. Most common is to provide a 

few times slot options to choose from by email or sending a calendar link 

connected to one of calendar platforms so that a respondent can book a slot 

that works best for him/her (Klenty Blog, 2021). Now, the case company 

arranges such calls by email. 
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4 Theoretical background 

In software and Information Technology business POC stage is used to try an 

IT product or service before starting a full depth commercial relationship with a 

vendor. Vendors offering a POC option range from small to large companies 

and in general it is a rather common approach to show customers whether the 

product or service is worth the investment. A POC stage may last from a few 

days to a few months, on average being 14-30 days (author personal 

observation). 
 
Depending on the complexity of a product or a service offered, a POC stage may 

require connecting a customer with a sales or a pre-sales team. This is typically 

the case if a product or a service is intrinsically complex and requires more than 

just a few clicks to install or to integrate. In other cases, a potential user is literally 

a few clicks away from getting started, and it takes very little time to sign up and 

either download a package, in case of a standalone product/service, or get 

started online if the product or service is in the cloud.  

4.1 Free or paid POC 

In terms of price, POC can be a free or a paid option. Typically, a POC for a 

product without integration is provided for free, while a high-end technological 

product typically has an integration or a POC fee as it requires multiple 

interactions with the technical team and integration may take some time. Such 

paid POC is often the case for many VoIP or WebRTC monitoring platforms 

including callstats (Callstats, 2021) or Voipfuture (Voipfuture, 2021).  A good 

example of a free online POC is a 14 days POC of Pipedrive, a well-known CRM 

software (Figure 3). Other examples of free POC include Youtube premium 

(Figure 4), Google Drive (Figure 5), Microsoft Azure (Figure 6), Adobe products 

(Figure 7), Voipmonitor (Figure 8) and many more. It seems that the majority of 

large and known software companies provide a free trial option for consumers in 

the B2C space.  
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Figure 3: A screenshot of Pipedrive free trial (Pipedrive, 2021)  

 
Figure 4: A screenshot of YouTube Premium free trial (Youtube, 2021) 
 

 
Figure 5: A screenshot of Google Workspace Essentials trial (Google Workspace, 
2021) 
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Figure 6: A screenshot of Microsoft Azure trial (Microsoft Azure, 2021)  
 

 
Figure 7: A screenshot of Adobe Creative Cloud trial (Adobe, 2021)  
 

 
Figure 8: A screenshot of VoIPmonitor trial (VoIPmonitor, 2021)  
 
Free trial always requires creating an account with a work email address (for B2B 

products or services) or a personal email address (for B2C products or services). 

Based on author observations, in case of a B2B product or service online trial 

(Pipedrive, 2021; Hubspot, 2021), a credit card is not required, while for a B2C 
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product a credit card is almost always required (Adobe, 2021; Google 

Workspace, 2021; Youtube, 2021; LinkedIn, 2021). Typically, there is a reminder 

just before the trial ends to allow a user either cancel it or proceed with a buying 

decision (Figure 4). From a legal point of view, a user who intends to use the 

product/service agrees to terms and conditions of it when he/she installs it.  

4.2 Complex POC with integration 

What if a product or a service is complex and requires integration and technical 

team support? In this case “one-click” installation/integration is not possible and 

a pre-sales team is involved. Such complex POC setups typically require creating 

a set of processes to isolate POC stages, identify success criteria, and a series 

of steps and milestones to evaluate POC performance. As POC typically involves 

a few technical people from both a product/service provider and a customer, any 

way to shorten POC cycle, reduce the number of stages and resources involved 

while maintaining the required quality is essential. This is because a customer 

who gets started with POC is at the very beginning of customer-vendor 

relationships and possible delays or failures may have a serious impact on 

continuation of such relationships. 

4.3 POC goals and milestones. 

POC projects across various companies are not formalised and explained in great 

detail on company's websites, thus it is nearly impossible to say how companies 

organise, operate and evaluate POCs without being involved in it as a customer. 

There is no one process which works for all, or at least it is not known to the thesis 

author. Based on the author's experience, who worked for four different IT 

companies, and with over a hundred of IT companies as customers, a POC 

process is always unique for a given use case by nature, with POC success 

evaluation at the end of the project being the only common factor. Thus, 

streamlining POC is not about particular steps, but more about creating a set of 

guidelines for testing a given product, which helps a potential customer explore 

the product and make a buying decision based on their exploration.  
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In general, POC usually consists of the following steps. 

1. Registration, creating a user account. Done by a customer. 

2. Integration into customer’s existing processes (from the business side) 

and/or technical integration if needed. Done in collaboration between a 

vendor and a customer. 

3. Testing a product or service and trying different scenarios to test all 

possibly needed features of a product/service. POC exploration phase. 

Done by a customer. 

4. Collecting feedback. Done by a customer. 

5. Internal customer team discussion (if needed) about pros and cons of a 

product/service. A result of this step typically leads to a buying or rejection 

decision. Done by a customer. 

 

Each step (1-5) may take considerable time and thus may and should be 

streamlined to improve communication and facilitate decision making process. 

POC success is driven by these steps and thus effective communication is the 

key. 

4.4 Communication with a customer 

Communication with a customer plays a major role not just in making sure that 

POC is successful, but at any stages of a project span. One special type of 

communication is relevant information and data/documents sharing. Naturally, 

email comes to mind when thinking about information sharing, but email is not 

real-time and it may be a cumbersome process to separate internal and external 

communication channels via email. Slack, one of the most popular 

communication platforms, published a guide on why a dedicated communication 

tool, such as Slack, is more efficient compared to email (Captain Time, 2021).  

 

Overall, there is a plethora of services available aiming at providing flawless 

communication across teams and companies. A summary of such tools is 

provided in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Some of the communication tools and their characteristics. 
Communication 
tool 

Link External 
communication 
possibility 

Pricing 
model 

Slack https://slack.com/intl/en-fi/ yes Subscription 
based 

Element https://app.element.io/ yes Open source 

Flowdock https://www.flowdock.com yes Subscription 
based 

Rocket.chat https://rocket.chat yes Subscription 
based 

Wire https://wire.com/en/ yes Open source  

Mattermost https://mattermost.org yes Open source  
 

Each of the tools mentioned above has pros and cons and can be used for 

internal and external communication. Depending on company's preferences and 

resources available, open-source platforms (Element, Wire or Mattermost) or 

subscription-based platforms (Slack, Flowdock, Rocket.chat) may be taken into 

use. 

4.5 Information/data sharing 

Information sharing and efficient data flow is crucial to guarantee a project 

success in any industry or field, be it manufacturing, IT or winery (Forbes et al. 

2010; Bowersox et al. 2003). Availability and quality of information is essential to 

provide a seamless synchronization of activities and processes and make the 

right decisions, and many organisations understand the importance of it (Lee, 

2000; Omar at al. 2010; Ye & Wang, 2013). In turn, poor information flow and 

exchange poses a risk to businesses and may lead to distorted relationships with 

customers and business loss (Omar et al. 2010; Ramayah & Omar, 2010). 

 

There are many tools and platforms to store and share information and data, 

which can be summarised in three main categories (Table 3). Overall, an email 

with attachments is still very common, however dedicated platforms are taking 
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over as they allow tracking information sharing, allow adding extra users with 

different read/write access rights, and more, with Dropbox being one of leaders 

in this category (Ian, 2021). 
 
Table 3. An overview of some of the sharing tools 

Sharing tool Benefits Disadvantages 

Email and/or email 
attachments or links to 
sharing platforms 

Ease of use, wide 
availability, free 

Difficult to reshare, 
email box often full, 
missed emails 

Google drive and/or similar 
(Dropbox etc) 

Ease of use, wide 
availability 

Paid for organisations 

Existing communication 
platforms with an option to 
share data/documents 

Sharing and resharing 
is easy, possible to 
track information flow 

Paid and typically 
expensive for a small 
business 

 
Sometimes it is important to collect information from a customer, which can also 

be done by one of the discussed tools (Table 3). For example, Google forms, a 

part of Google drive tools, may be used for such work. 

4.6 Tracking project performance 

How is progress followed and what to keep in mind? There are many tools to 

organise the workload, track project performance progress and manage 

teamwork. Some of these tools include Asana (Duffy & Moore 2021), Trello 

(Duffy, 2021) and Google Sheets (Mendelson, 2021) among others. Oftentimes 

such tools also have collaboration features including chats, calls, data and 

documents sharing. According to a Databox report, over 97% of companies use 

1-2 project management tools, and 3% of companies use 3-5 project 

management tools (Ugbaja, 2021). 

 

Overall, as was reviewed in this section, POC consists of few stages and 

communication and information at each stage is crucial. Streamlining and 

shortening of each stage may play a great role in increasing project success and 

improving customer acquisition.  
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5 Proposed solution/implementation 

Challenges of time allocation are typically caused by slow or inadequate 

information flow at either a product/service provider company or a buyer 

company (internal communication) and by delays or slowness of communication 

between a product/service provider and a customer (external 

communication). During the period I worked for the case company (over a year), 

I had a chance to observe such challenges and its effects on POC in real-time 

in great depth. 

5.1 Why a change is needed 

As the thesis author worked with the case company for over a year, his first 

impression of the POC projects was such that there is a lot of variation across 

customers going through POC. To confirm this observation and to obtain data 

on the length of each POC stage for each customer at the case company, the 

length of each stage (A-K, Figure 2) was measured. The results are presented 

in Figure 7.  
 

 
Figure 7. Length of POC steps in days for coordinated (A) and independent (B) 
setup (mean +- medians, data ranges and outliers). Stages E, F, G are not 
applicable for a coordinated setup, stages H, J, K are not applicable for an 
independent setup. Stages are labelled according to Figure 2. 
 
Based on the results, it was concluded that the first impression was correct, as 

there was indeed a lot of variation across customers (Figure 7). For example, 

the length of stage A (agreeing on whether a customer will engage with POC or 

not), was on average 26 days (range 7-45 days) for independent POC projects, 

while for coordinated POC projects it was only 6 days on average (range 3-9 
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days, Figure 7). Similarly, stages K/G (agreeing on a midterm POC call) were 

42 days for coordinated POCs (range 20-63) and 47 days for independent 

POCs (range 34-60). 

 

Overall, POC took on average 117 days (range 87-147) for independent POCs 

and 84 days (range 38-200) for coordinated POCs. Clearly, coordinated POC 

projects were more efficiently coordinated compared to independent POC 

projects when customers were responsible for the project length and went at 

their own pace. 

 

Based on the results, almost all POC steps at the case company could benefit 

from shortening its length, mainly by improving information flow. The information 

is summarised in Table 4.  
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Table 4. POC steps and identified improvements. BD - business development 
team, POC - POC technical team. 
 

POC 
step 

Description POC track People 
involved 

Is improvement needed? If 
so, what improvement? 

A Mutual understanding on POC: 
yes or no 

Coordinated BD No 

Independent Yes, shortening* 

B POC track - independent or 
coordinated 

Coordinated BD No 

Independent No 

C POC kick-off cal setup Coordinated BD/POC Yes, shortening* 

Independent Yes, shortening* 

D Success criteria identification Coordinated POC No 

Independent No 

E Moving to actual POC  Independent BD Yes, shortening* 

F POC documents sharing Independent POC Yes, shortening* 

G Midterm call setup to discuss 
POC progress and next steps 

Independent BD Yes, shortening* 

H Moving to actual POC  Coordinated BD No 

J Installation and configuration Coordinated POC Yes, shortening* 

K Midterm call setup to discuss 
POC progress and next steps 

Coordinated BD Yes, shortening* 

*critical stages 

 
What can be done to shorten the POC steps and improve information flow? As 

was shown in section 3.5, the main way of communication with customers at the 

case company is email. Emails may bounce, which could be soft and hard 

bounce (Mailchimp, 2021), due to wrong email addresses, clogged email boxes, 

emails marked as SPAM or simply not being read. As a result, response time 

can increase greatly and slow down POC projects considerably.  However, the 

nature of information at the case company that needs to be collected from the 

customer is so that it can be requested as yes/no questions, multiple choice 

questions and/or free form questions, thus many tools for efficient collaboration 

and information sharing can be implemented. 
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5.2 Recommended tools and platforms 

For collecting and sharing information from/to customer (Table 1), Google 

Forms are suggested (Graw, 2020). Initial questions about POC scope, track 

and as well as the team can be asked with one form with multiple sections. 

 

Google Forms not only sends a notification about a form filled in, but also sends 

a form summary to a customer who filled it in. It also allows adjustments and 

changes to the information already provided, if needed. The forms may be 

configured so that they collect email addresses of recipients and in general the 

forms are easily customisable (Figure 8).  

 
Figure 8: Possible settings in Google Forms  
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Figure 9: How to upload a file with Google Forms 
 
As a result, some of the questions may be a file upload with restrictions on file 

type, which may of great help to receive only allowed file types (Figure 9). For 

example, several times a network diagram (Table 1) was sent as a file in djvu 

format (Fisher, 2021) via email, which was difficult to open and required a 

conversion to a pdf before it could be shared with the POC team.  

 

Based on the information above, two Google Forms were suggested (Figure 10, 

11). 
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Figure 10: Suggested form to collect initial POC related information from 
customers 
 
The forms contained all required questions to collect basic information about 

internet access to customer setup, visualisation options and current setup. 

Information is collected with yes/no and multiple-choice questions (Table 1). 
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Figure 11: A second suggested form to collect POC setup related information 
from customers 

5.3 Communication channel/s 

Collecting information is essential to initiate any POC project. However, once 

the project starts, daily/weekly communication comes into play. It is important to 

stay in sync with the customer to be able to help with any technical challenges 

that arise as the project progresses.  

 

The case company already uses a CRM system to serve recurring customers 

with a support ticketing system. The CRM system (Zoho, 2021) allows creating 

multiple departments, for example, to submit tickets not only to the technical 

support team, but also to other departments such as sales or others. It is 

therefore recommended to create another department for POC projects (Figure 

12) to serve POC customers. Whenever needed, either by a customer or the 
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case company, a support ticket may be initiated and responded quickly with a 

possibility to track the ticket and the time spent on solving a problem. 

 

 
Figure 12: A new department (POC) can be added to the CRM system 

5.4 Sharing internal communication channels with customers.  

The case company uses few communication platforms, such as Slack (Slack, 

2021a) and Element (Element, 2021). Though Slack recommends adding 

external users to company channels for efficient information flow (Slack, 

2021b), it seems to be excessive to add POC customers to those platforms for 

two reasons. Firstly, adding a POC department to the CRM is a more viable 

option, as otherwise the technical support team will be overloaded with 

messages and support requests from POC customers via Slack/Element 

messages and requests. Secondly, communication platforms work best for 

internal communication and for communication with partners, though Slack has 

built an integration with Zendesk, a customer support tool, to allow messaging 

with internal experts without leaving Zendesk (Slack, 2021b). 

5.5 Setting up calls with customer 

Setting up a call with a customer can be time consuming, as confirmed by 

stages C, G, K (Table 4) with high variation. Indeed, sending emails back and 

forth to choose a meeting date, oftentimes with different time zones, can be 

intimidating (Klenty Blog, 2021). It is recommended to test one of the calendar 

platforms, for example Calendly, which allows a customer to select a slot that 
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works for them (Calendly, 2021). The platform considers time zone differences, 

and it also allows creating templates with blocked time slots when no 

meetings/calls can be organised. An example of such template is provided 

below (Figure 13). 

 

 
Figure 13: An exemplary template for calendar invites from Calendly 
 
To facilitate setting up calls with customers, two Calendly templates were 

created, one for a POC kick-off call (stage C) and another one for a mid-term 

POC call (stage G, K, figure 14). 

 

 
Figure 14: Templates for a POC kick-off call (left) and a midterm call (right) in 
Calendly 
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6 Summary and Conclusions 

This thesis can be used by any software company which offers a POC/pilot stage to its 

customers or wants to improve overall information flow. For example, suggested 

Google Forms to collect and share information may help in reducing time spent on 

stages C, E, F, J and K (Table 4). Working with calendar platform tools may help in 

reducing stages C, G and K (Table 4). To author’s knowledge, suggested set of 

improvements have not been considered to its full extent by the case company yet. 

However, there is an indication that the work was beneficial for the company.  

 
A lot of information in this thesis was not possible to share publicly, such as company 

names and other sensitive details. Hopefully, a responsible person from the case 

company will use this thesis alongside the internal data to make customers' experience 

even better. 

 
Based on findings from this thesis, several recommendations to the case company 

were proposed. The recommendation may be applied by any software company with a 

POC/pilot offering: 
1. Create a process for a POC/pilot stage with a proposed timeline, milestones, 

and clear expectations  

2. Offer as little flexibility with POC for potential customers as possible. It is 

recommended to have a general solution which can demonstrate basic 

functionality and no customisations. 

3. Rely on external and internal tools to automate the process as much as 

possible, for example, to book web calls, share information and documentation 

etc. Some of the tools were suggested in the thesis. 

4. Walk a customer through the process before a POC/pilot is initiated to avoid 

unpleasant surprises and bottlenecks. 
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